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Dense Interstellar Cloud Cores!

Fig. 1.—(a) Comparison of C18O J p 1–0 integrated emission (contours) in B68 superposed on a map of visual extinction derived by ALL01 and convo
to the IRAM resolution. The C18O contours begin at 0.2 K km s"1 and step in units of 0.1 K km s"1 . The AV image is scaled from 0 to 27 mag. (b) Compa
of N2H! J p 1–0 integrated emission (contours) and the visual extinction image. The N2H! contours begin at 0.3 K km s"1 and step in units of 0.2 K km
s
These maps were referenced to a p 17h22m38.2
and d p "23!49!34". 0 (J2000). The peak AV is located 6" east and 12" south of this position.
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Clouds are made of gas
and dust

parison with the visual extinction data using the techniques first
described in Lada et al. (1994). For C18O, there is little scatter,
with the main feature being a dramatic break in the linear rise
in CO emission with visual extinction at AV ∼ 8 mag. This break
is followed by a slow but systematic decrease in CO emission
Molecules seen
in IRextinctions. As discussed by Lada et al. (1994), in
at greater
absorption and
radio
the absence of non-LTE excitation (as expected for C18O), a
linear
correlation between integrated intensity and AV correemission
sponds to a constant abundance throughout the cloud. A break
in the correlation toward greater extinction could be the result
of either a decrease in molecular abundance or high opacity
saturating the molecular emission. However, the more optically

cm-3

thin C17O emission (t ∼ 0.4), shown as an inset in the lo
right-hand corner of Figure 1b, displays similar behavior
does not increase for AV 1 10 mag, and we therefore inter
the structure seen in Figures 1a and 2a as the result of
depletion. A similar conclusion, using 13CO and C18O data,
been reached by Hotzel et al. (2002).
In Figure 2b, we present the N2H! J p 1–0 and J p
(two detections) integrated intensity as a function of AV. In F
ure 1b, the N2H! emission exhibits a local minima at the loca
of the AV peak. In Figure 2b, this minima is not clearly evid
and the positions in the depression are located as a cluste
points with ∫ Tmb dv ∼ 2.25 K km s"1 for AV 1 25 mag. A de

Tracing the cloud mass is difficult!
L. Pagani et al.: L1506 : a prestellar core in the making

H2, He, CO,…
L183

Fig. 2. Left: low resolution 13 CO (J:1–0) integrated intensity map of the L1506 Taurus cloud filament (original data from Nercessian et al. 198
Contour levels are 0.5 to 4.5 K km s−1 by steps of 1 K km s−1 . The POM-1 2.5-m dish has a 4.5" resolution as shown in the bottom right corn
The square indicates the surface mapped in C18 O (J:2–1). The offsets are with respect to L1506C coordinates (see text). Right: the smoothed C1
(J:2–1) integrated intensity map. Superposed to the map is the strip13path
COobserved with PRONAOS (Stepnik et al. 2003) along which we observ
13
CO, C18 O, and N2 H+ with a good signal to noise ratio (see Fig. 3). The crosses indicate the observed points and the 3 white boxes (superpos
to 3 crosses) the points observed also in C17 O (see Fig. 5). The degraded 30-m beam size is represented. Levels are from 0.1 to 0.7 K km s−1
steps of 0.1 K km s−1 . The (0,0) position corresponds to α2000 = 4h 18m 50s δ2000 = +25◦ 19" 15"" .
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Fig. 3. Spectra taken along the
PRONAOS cut (see Fig. 2). The
13

What about dust ? Let’s try…
!

Absorption

!

Scattering

!

Emission

Extinction

Is it easy ? We’ll find out

Dust in emission
Good region to observe

Modified blackbodies (Bν(T)νβ)

Planck
Ground-based
Telescopes

Planck, sensitive, all sky, several
wavelengths but ~5’ resolution
L183, seen by Planck, HFI

L183, seen by Herschel, SPIRE

LABOCA/APEX

LABOCA/APEX + Planck

L183

Ground-based telescopes
SCUBA/JCMT

MAMBO II/IRAM-30m

MAMBO II/IRAM-30m

Ground based telescopes
!

Filtering out the large scales (2’~8’)

!

reconstruction : garbage in, garbage out

!

interpretation not easy :
Iν = Bν(T) x τν
τν = κνμmH N(H2)

μ= 2.33, mH = 1.67 x 10-24 g, κν= ?? 0.005 – 0.01 cm2/g
T = dust temperature = wild guess… + gradient

Satellites then ?

IRAS (prehistoric!) : 5’ resolution, 5% of the dust (100 µm)

ISO / ISOPHOT
(200 µm, 90’’)
L183

Herschel : 70 – 500 µm!
Yes, yes ? No…

• 10 K dust peaks at 300 µm
• 6 K dust peaks at 500 µm
• So SPIRE the perfect tool to characterize cold dust ? Not exactly

L183
SPIRE
250 µm

Cut

8 µm (zoom)

Fitting Herschel + Laboca + Mambo

Analysis of emission alone misses the
cold dust
!

Single BB  N(H2) = 4.5 x 1022 cm-2

!

2 BB (6 + 9.5 K)  N(H2) = 1.35 x 1023 cm-2

!

N(H2)N2H+ = 1.0 x 1023 cm-2 + N(H2)C18O = 2 x 1022 cm-2

!

Tgas(N2H+) = 6 K, n(H2) > 106 cm-3

!

Roy+ 2014 fit L1689B : 9.8 K, 3.5 x 1022 cm-2

!

N(H2)N2H+ = 0.8 – 1.1 x 1023 cm-2, Tgas(N2H+) = 6 -- 8 K

L183
N2H+

L1689B
N2H+

Let’s try absorption, then ? not f(Tdust) !!!

Star
counts
(1 star /ofcell
!!)HK
but! and
canISOCAM
be useful
of the whole! L183
cloud.
This ?isNoisy
the combination
the I,
extinction maps a
AV (mag). Levels are AV = 5 to 50 by 5 (black contours) and 60 to 120 by 30 (white contours) ma
L183
L1544
g. The two boxes in the upper corners indicate where the zero magnitude extinction has been
set. Th
molecular counterpart. The blow-up region shows the sole ISOCAM extinction map (grey scale) wi
t (contours from 7 to 22 by 2.5 MJy/sr). The 9.5 MJy/sr contour is dotted. Sources detected in both
ected only in K ! as asterisks. There is no available extinction measurement inside the ellipse and on
ow-up region delineate the location and the width of the strips shown in Fig. 4.
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The star count and the color excess methods are describe
in Cambrésy et al. (2002). Adaptive cell sizes are used in ord
to optimize the spatial resolution and to limit the non-lineari
effect inherent to star counts and reddening methods. No for
ground star correction is required for L183, which is located
high galactic latitude and close to us.
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The source counts convert to visual extinction as follows:
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ncertainty was conservatively esti%. For the peak emission, the aby was estimated to be about 20%.
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Reddening (Lada’s NICE method)
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Less noisy… but requires huge
sensitivity in H band or many stars !
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Clouds outside galactic plane and deep
extinction  no stars left!
L183, zoom
* H + Ks stars
* Ks stars only
contours : mm dust emission
red contour ≈ 40 mag (AV)
image : ISOCAM 7 µm absorption
3 hours integration
For a « survey », CFHT/WIRCAM
½ hour integration / field
AV ≤ 20—25 mag
Not mind blowing…

L1544

Cardelli et al. (1989) show that if the single quantity RV is known, it is possible
–
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4.442
0.549 ± 0.007
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if the UV extinction has been measured, an improved
fit to the observations
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extinction. 5.675
be obtained by fitting C1 4 , 0 and to the measured[5.8]
0.985 ± 0.013
0.458 ± 0.010
0.866 ± 0.008
0.520 ± 0.005
Empirical extinction curves in diffuse clouds show[8.0]
relatively little
7.760variation in 1.023 ± 0.017
0.437 ± 0.011
0.882 ± 0.011
0.512 ± 0.008
the infrared, and for wavelengths 0.7 µm . . 8 µm the function (1) appears to
be approximately “universal” (i.e., independent of RV ) in diffuse clouds [in dense
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for RV = 3.1 are compared in Section 8 (see Table
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science field, producing a shallower dataset. However, since the
0.4
background population of the Pipe Nebula is dominated by giant stars which have a very narrow range in infrared colors, the
0.3
control field, albeit shallow, represents the intrinsic scatter in the
science field appropriately.
The slope (=E(Ks )/E(H Ks )) of the reddening vector
0.2
INTERSTELLAR
DUST GRAINS
245
is calculated as

Problem : is E(J-K) or E(H-K) independent of the dust
parameters ?
Most people claim they are. To make their life easier ?

V

V

V

Aλ/AKS

1) Reddening law varies from 3.1 to 5.5 (line of sight
average !)

Ascenso+, 2013
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where x and y are the (H Ks ) and the (Ks
) colors, respectively, and Cov(x, y), Cov(✏ x , ✏ y ), Var(x), and Var(✏ x ) are the covariance of the (x, y) distribution, the covariance of the (x, y) errors, the variance of the x distribution, and the variance of the
errors in x, respectively; the symbols marked with cf are the
same but refer to the control field. The uncertainty in
is estimated using the bootstrap method corrected by a factor of 1.25
Figure 1 Extinction curves from prescription
of Fitzpatrick
(1999),
with I.
as described
in detail
in Paper
diffuse interstellar bands (DIBs) added as described
in Section
The DIBs
Figures
1 and3.3.
2 show
the best LINES fits to the color-color
are barely visible on this plot.
diagrams of B59 and FeSt, respectively. The fit is naturally
weighed more heavily toward the low-extinction end, since it
contains most of the datapoints. The apparent deviation between
the fit line and the data points at high extinction is not considered
to be statistically relevant (see Sect. 3.3).
The extinction law A /AKs is derived from as

Draine ARAA 2003

2

3
4
λ (µm)

5

6

7 8 9 10

Fig. 3. Extinction law for FeSt (blue line) and B59 (red line). Also
shown are the Draine (2003a,b) models for RV = 3.1 (solid line) and
RV = 5.5 (dotted line), and the Weingartner & Draine (2001) models
for RV = 5.5, case B (dashed line).

observations and between observations and models, since different values will produce di↵erent extinction laws. We chose
this value over others in the literature (for example, most recently, Nishiyama et al. (2009) found AH /AKs = 1.62 toward
the Galactic center) because it is the most widely used in previous studies and therefore allows for the most direct comparison.
Also, using this value, J translates into a value of A J /AKs in very
close agreement with the models considered here (see Fig. 3).
All these models agree on the value of A J /AKs even though they
refer to di↵erent grain size distributions, so this agreement lends
support to our assumption. Regardless, our results can be easily
adapted to another definition should it prove to be more appropriate (see also Sect. 4.3).

Chiar+ 2007, Whittet+ 2013 disagree
The Astrophysical Journal, 774:102 (14pp), 2013 September 10

Whittet et al.

the origin: this would clearly not be the case for a linear fit
to the distribution in Figure 12, even if the most highly reddened
stars are excluded; it therefore appears that the relationship
between these quantities is not a simple linear correlation.
The cause of this behavior is not fully understood. Detailed
comparisons of spectra for diffuse and molecular-cloud environments indicate that systematic changes in the silicate absorption
profile cannot account for the anomaly (van Breemen et al.
2011). A more probable explanation is that systematic changes
in the optical properties of the dust in the near-infrared are being driven by grain growth within the clouds (Chiar et al. 2007),
and these are affecting EJ −K , independent of the depth of the
silicate feature.

 E(J-K) increases faster than τ9.7µm
 If E(J-K) correct  H2O ice threshold varies
 if τ9.7µm correct  H2O threshold constant
4. ICE THRESHOLDS REVISITED: INITIAL
CONDITIONS FOR MANTLE GROWTH
The threshold extinction for ice detection toward a molecular
cloud
(Section
1) is presumed
to arise in the diffuse outer
The Astrophysical Journal, 774:102 (14pp),
2013 September
10
envelope of the cloud, in which the gas is predominantly atomic
Figure 12. Correlation of the optical depth of the 9.7 µm silicate absorption
and the grains lack ice mantles. Hydrogenation of adsorbed
feature with the color excess EJ −K for L183 (pink diamonds, Table 3). Also
O may trigger the formation of isolated H2 O molecules on
shown for comparison are data for field stars toward the Taurus dark cloud
grains
in this environment, but they are easily removed by
(green circles; see Section 3.3) and IC 5146 (blue squares; Chiar et al. 2011).
photodesorption
(Williams et al. 1992; Nguyen et al. 2002;
The diagonal line represents the correlation observed in the diffuse ISM (Whittet
Hassel et al. 2010). The radiative environment of L183 is
2003).
discussed in detail by Steinacker et al. (2010), who show that
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
diffuse infrared emission in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm IRAC images
is the result of scattering by micrometer-sized grains in the
by color excess and silicate optical depth) is presented and
central core. In contrast, the scattered light seen in blue-visible
discussed in Section 4. The nature of the ices toward star H
images of the cloud (see, e.g., Figure 4(d) of Juvela et al. 2002)
is discussed in greater detail in Section 5.
traces its outer boundary at loci that correspond to extinctions
of AV ∼ 1 mag (Steinacker et al. 2010; Pagani et al. 2004). The
3.3. Silicates
lines of sight to our most reddened program stars sample regions
The 9.7 µm features detected in our program stars (Figure 5)
(Figure 2) intermediate between these extremes. Steinacker et al.
are consistent with absorption by submicrometer-sized amor(2010) argue against the presence of discontinuities in the dust
phous silicate particles in L183 that presumably provide subdistribution that would allow deep penetration into the cloud of
strates for the growth of ice mantles. The contributions of silenergetic photons from the external interstellar radiation field
icates to the optical-depth spectra of stars A, D, and H are
(ISRF), and it is therefore reasonable to assume that the outer
illustrated in Figure 11. The observations are not of high enough
layers of L183 effectively shield the inner regions from ambient

Whittet et al.

Go to longer wavelengths ?
clouds become transparent

L1544 as seen by Spitzer/IRAC

A&A 549, A135 (2013)
Table 1. Slopes E(Ks

Band

(µm)

J
H
Ks
[3.6]
[4.5]
[5.8]
[8.0]

1.240
1.664
2.164
3.545
4.442
5.675
7.760

Ks ) and the extinction law A /AKs

B59
= E(Ks
)/E(H Ks )
3.051 ± 0.114
–
–
0.649 ± 0.009
0.820 ± 0.011
0.985 ± 0.013
1.023 ± 0.017

A /AKs
2.525 ± 0.063
1.550
1.000
0.643 ± 0.007
0.549 ± 0.007
0.458 ± 0.010
0.437 ± 0.011

8.0 µm

to measure in order to derive the extinction laws. LINES (LINear
regression with Errors and Scatter) has been validated in Paper I
as the best and most unbiased method to do this.
The LINES method determines the slope of a linear distribution of points with errors in both directions, possibly correlated,
and with an intrinsic distribution that may not itself be linear. In
the case of the reddening vector in a color-color diagram, the intrinsic scatter is the locus of the stellar population that is being
reddened by the cloud, and we wish to disentangle this scatter
from the pure contribution of the extinction. The intrinsic distribution of the points is sampled by a control field expected to
sample the same stellar population. As described in Sect. 2.3
our control field was observed with a di↵erent setup from the
science field, producing a shallower dataset. However, since the
background population of the Pipe Nebula is dominated by giant stars which have a very narrow range in infrared colors, the
control field, albeit shallow, represents the intrinsic scatter in the
science field appropriately.
The slope (=E(Ks )/E(H Ks )) of the reddening vector
is calculated as

Reddening differential almost zero  noise!

x

y

cf

cf

cfx

cfy

A4.5
FeSt 1-457
= E(Ks
)/E(H Ks )
3.081 ± 0.011
–
–
0.558 ± 0.006
0.754 ± 0.008
0.866 ± 0.008
0.882 ± 0.011

A /AKs
2.541 ± 0.006
1.550
1.000
0.691 ± 0.004
0.582 ± 0.005
0.520 ± 0.005
0.512 ± 0.008

3.0
D03 RV = 3.1
D03 RV = 5.5

2.0

WD01 RV = 5.5 B
FeSt 1-457
B59

Aλ/AKS

3.6 µm

)/E(H

AK
A
H
as a function of wavelength for B59 and FeSt.
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Star counts OK but bright stars problematic
L1544

8 µm absorption + star counts at 3.6 µm

A serendipitous discovery
L183, seen by Spitzer/IRAC

Scattering of light at 3.6 and 4.5 µm ? Impossible … except if agrains ≈ 1 µm !

In fact, scattering is common
1) in wavelength

L183, CFHT/MEGACAM + WIRCAM, Spitzer/IRAC

2) in the sky (Pagani+, Science, 2010)
other.txt
coreshine_name.txt

~200 cases, 50% detections, Lefèvre+ 2014, Paladini+ in prep
Planck HFI image

detections

non-detections, PAH, bad data

Can we trace dust from scattering ?
!

Juvela+ 2006 : JHK  limited to 20 mag (AV)

!

3.6/4.5 µm  up to 60 mag ? Not clear yet

!

Needs a 3D difficult modeling  ask Charlène for a talk

!

Needs Ibackground

!

Needs ISRFanisotrope

!

Grain size distribution

!

Grain types

!

Grain properties

compact, fluffy, porous…

What about 8 µm absorption ?

Determination of Ibackground ?
Ibackground constant ?

Needs an external calibrator (dust emission ??? looping…)
Finally, scattering is NOT negligible  needs 3D modeling

Conclusions
!

Try to combine all wavelengths + molecular emission
(N2H+ especially)  long, difficult, could be diverging

!

long : it takes one PhD to model one cloud! Ask
Charlène…

!

difficult : many properties are degenerate, line of sight
variations, ISRF unknown

Hope
!

WISH satellite : 1—5 µm cameras, mag = 24 in 30 sec !

!

spectrometer on board to measure H2O, CO and CO2 ices

!

Could cover 2000°2 in one month

!

Combine with 3.6 µm deep observations for reddening
from Spitzer (available ?)

!

still need a lot of ingredients but probably the easiest way

Don’t let this bring you down!

